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Abstract: Healthcare systems worldwide are facing problems in providing health care to patients in a
pandemic caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus (COVID-19). The pandemic causes an extreme disease to
spread with fluctuating needs among patients, which significantly affect the capacity and overall
performance of healthcare systems. In addition, its impact on the sustainability of the entire economic
and social system is enormous and certain sustainable management strategies need to be selected.
To meet the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic and ensure sustainable performance, national
healthcare systems must adapt to new circumstances. This paper proposes an original multi-criteria
methodology for the sustainable selection of strategic guidelines for the reorganization of a healthcare
system under the conditions of the COVID-19 pandemic. The selection of an appropriate strategic
guideline is made on the basis of defined criteria and depending on infection capacity and pandemic
spread risk. The criteria for the evaluation of strategic guidelines were defined on the basis of a
survey in which the medical personnel engaged in the crisis response team during the COVID-19
pandemic in the Republic of Serbia participated. The Level-Based Weight Assessment (LBWA) model
and Measuring Attractiveness by a Categorical-Based Evaluation Technique (MACBETH) method
were used to determine the weight coefficient criteria, while a novel fuzzy Ranking of Alternatives
through Functional Mapping of Criterion Subintervals into a Single Interval (RAFSI) model was
used to evaluate the strategic guidelines. The proposed multi-criteria methodology was tested in a
case study in the Republic of Serbia. The validity of the proposed methodology is shown through
the simulation of changes in input parameters of Bonferroni aggregation functions and through a
comparison with other multi-criteria methodologies.
Keywords: COVID-19; multi-criteria; level-based weight assessment; fuzzy sets; sustainability
1. Introduction
The World Health Organization (WHO) declared a global pandemic, coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19) in March 2020, when the international mission of SARS-CoV-2 virus research began.
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The pandemic was caused by a new virus from the coronavirus group, which was first isolated in
1962. Since then, some coronaviruses have been known to infect only some animals, others humans,
while some can break the species barrier and cause conditions ranging from mild colds to severe
acute respiratory syndrome (SARS). The coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic has brought many
surprises and posed many new challenges to healthcare systems worldwide and their sustainable
performance. The pandemic has set numerous operational, logistical, organizational and moral–ethical
requirements before management, healthcare workers and associates: the organization of specialized
training for medical personnel in accordance with emerging conditions; the conversion of facilities
for patient accommodation; the procurement of medical equipment; information and communication
management; the continuous monitoring of healthcare systems; the availability of health care to specific
groups of population in new conditions, etc.
The sustainability of healthcare systems during a pandemic is defined by the Global Health
Security Index (GHS Index). The GHS Index assesses the preparedness of healthcare systems to
prevent the outbreak and spread of epidemics/pandemics, assesses the preparedness for a rapid
response, and also assesses compliance with international protocols in crisis situations, including the
COVID-19 pandemic. There are two strategic phases in the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic:
(1) Phase I—rapid and aggressive action (rapid reorganization of healthcare systems, restriction of
movement, etc.) and (2) Phase II—long-term effort to maintain control over the virus until finding an
optimal solution (vaccination, appropriate therapy or increasing the level of community immunity).
An integral part of Phase II also includes capacity improvement, forecasting pandemic dynamics,
he risk assessment of the further spread of the pandemic and other analyses. The assessment of each
parameter reflects structural or other deficiencies in terms of funding, the ability to provide adequate
services, management, and workforce and resource management. All of this exposes healthcare
systems to great challenges and different outcomes. Due to all of the stated specific characteristics
of the COVID-19 pandemic, it is necessary to continuously analyze all weaknesses and strengths
of healthcare systems, forming a plan based on adaptive models of healthcare system organization
since immediate requirements and the unpredictability of COVID-19 infection require agility and the
flexibility of all services to respond in a timely manner, especially qualified medical personnel.
Accordingly, this paper proposes an adaptive model for the organization of a healthcare system
in a country, or a region within a country, in cases of emergencies or specific pandemic conditions.
The starting point is an assumption that there are (or may be) spas, i.e., spa rehabilitation centers in a
given country (region) and that by the interruption of work within the industry, the lives of their users
will not be endangered. There are such centers in almost all European countries. In many European
countries, spa tourism is very developed, as evidenced by the data shown in Table 1 [1].
Table 1. Overview of spa capacities in several European countries [1].
No. Country Number of Spas Average Number of Visitors Average Number of Overnight Stays
Germany 313 >550,000 * >3,550,000
Spain 128 >1,000,000 >2,000,000
France 96 >200,000 >4,000,000
Austria 81 >500,000 >4,100,000
Serbia 36 >200,000 >1,000,000
Czech Republic 34 >300,000 >5,500,000
Slovakia 21 >100,000 >1,500,000
Slovenia 15 >200,000 >1,000,000
* The average number of visitors and overnight stays is shown for one year.
It should be emphasized that Table 1 shows data for several European countries since we did not
have publicly available data for the remaining European countries. Considering these data, we can
conclude that in most European countries there is a great potential of spa centers which can give
support to healthcare systems in providing health care to patients in a pandemic.
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Hospitals, as healthcare facilities that play a key role in a healthcare system, face problems
worldwide in providing health care to patients with different types of diseases. Today, these problems
have significantly increased with the occurrence of the COVID-19 pandemic. The pandemic causes an
extreme spread of disease with fluctuating needs of patients, which significantly affects the capacity
and overall performance of hospitals. In order to cope with the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic,
and remain sustainable under such conditions, national healthcare systems have to adapt to the new
circumstances and form special hospitals in which only patients infected with the SARS-CoV-2 virus
are treated. This paper proposes a multi-criteria model for the development of strategic guidelines
for the adjustment and reorganization of the healthcare system in the Republic of Serbia under the
conditions of the COVID-19 pandemic. Four strategic guidelines have been proposed and defined
on the basis of a survey conducted with members of the Republic Crisis Response Team in Serbia in
the period of March–May 2020. The strategic guidelines are based on the capacity utilization of spa
centers and their personnel as a support for the healthcare system of a certain region in the Republic of
Serbia. The selection of a strategic guideline that determines the utilization rate of spa centers depends
on pandemic infection capacity, which is defined by the WHO. In addition to pandemic infection
capacity, the selection of a strategic guideline is also influenced by the prediction of disease spread,
which is defined for each country or region individually. Based on pandemic infection capacity and
the prediction of disease spread, we determined five levels of risk on the basis of which a multi-criteria
model for the selection of strategic guidelines is defined.
Accordingly, the aim of this paper is to develop a multi-criteria model for the evaluation and
selection of strategic guidelines that define a strategy for reorganization and adjustment of healthcare
systems under the conditions of the COVID-19 pandemic. The proposed multi-criteria model is based
on the application of the Level-Based Weight Assessment (LBWA) model [2], Measuring Attractiveness
by a Categorical-Based Evaluation Technique (MACBETH) method [3] and the Ranking of Alternatives
through Functional Mapping of Criterion Subintervals into a Single Interval (RAFSI) model [4].
The LBWA–MACBETH model was used to determine the weight coefficients of criteria, while the
fuzzy RAFSI model was used to evaluate and select strategic guidelines for reorganizing and adjusting
the healthcare system. In addition, the proposed model has the following advantages which improve
the literature that considers the application of multi-criteria techniques in the medical field:
• The original multi-criteria methodology was developed for the reorganization and adjustment of
healthcare systems in an emergency situation caused by the COVID-19 pandemic;
• The multi-criteria methodology allows the evaluation and selection of a strategy for the
reorganization of a healthcare system of a region/country depending on a risk level defined
on the basis of pandemic infection capacity and the prediction of disease spread;
• Strategic guidelines and criteria for the evaluation of guidelines were defined on the basis of
several months of research in which medical experts and other members of the crisis response
team in Serbia participated;
• The presented multi-criteria methodology represents a contribution to the decision-making
methodology, which is reflected through an original extension of the RAFSI algorithm in a
fuzzy environment;
• Since decision making under the conditions of the COVID-19 pandemic is accompanied by
numerous uncertainties and dynamic characteristics of input parameters, a special contribution of
this paper is an original hybrid fuzzy LBWA–MACBETH–RAFSI model that allows the evaluation
and selection of alternative solutions under conditions of uncertainty;
• The fuzzy LBWA–MACBETH–RAFSI multi-criteria methodology is characterized by flexibility
and applicability in various areas where strategic decision making is required;
• The proposed multi-criteria methodology provides a new framework for resource management.
The model presented in this paper can help decision makers in hospitals and national policy
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makers to establish strategic guidelines for the adjustment of healthcare systems depending on
the capacity of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The paper is structured into four sections. After the introduction, in which the problem and
objectives of the paper are presented, the second section of the paper presents an analysis of the
literature that includes studies which consider the application of multi-criteria techniques in the
healthcare field. In the third section of the paper, a multi-criteria model for the evaluation of strategic
guidelines for the organization of a healthcare system under the conditions of the COVID-19 pandemic
is formulated. The fourth section presents the implementation of the multi-criteria model and the
validation of the results shown. In the fourth section of the paper, conclusions and guidelines for future
research are presented.
2. Literature Review
The assessment of preparedness of healthcare systems to work in crisis situations, such as the
COVID-19 pandemic, has been performed in a small number of papers to date. This especially refers
to the application of multi-criteria optimization techniques for assessing the degree of organization of
healthcare systems, as well as for making strategic decisions. The analysis of the literature shows that
most authors apply two main concepts for the analysis of the preparedness of healthcare systems in
crisis situations. The first concept implies the application of multi-criteria models, while the second
concept is based on the application of statistical tools for data processing and the analysis of their
statistical correlation. In their study, Nekoie-Moghadam et al. [5] presented a comprehensive literature
review with an analysis of various methodologies used to assess the ability of healthcare institutions to
work in crisis situations. Nekoie-Moghadam et al. [5] considered studies that analyzed the level of
preparedness of healthcare institutions in terms of logistical capacity, capacity of medical personnel,
preparedness of communications for an emergency, management skills, training of medical and
non-medical personnel, development of procedures for evacuation of seriously ill people and isolation
in case of infectious diseases, disaster recovery, transport capacity, etc. [5–7]. In all analyzed studies,
the authors applied different statistical tools for processing data collected by questionnaire surveys [5].
A comprehensive review of the literature that considers the application of statistical tools for the analysis
of the preparedness of healthcare institutions to work in crisis situations is also presented in [5–8].
Tabatabaei and Abbasi [9] defined the hospital safety index on the basis of which the risk assessment of
healthcare institutions for work in crisis conditions was performed. In their study, Samsuddin et al. [10]
showed that human resources, their training and the ability of healthcare institution to adjust in a
timely manner are key factors for defining a risk level for work in crisis situations. Marzaleh et al. [11]
performed an analysis of the assessment of the preparedness of emergency services in hospitals to work
in crisis situations. For the evaluation, they used 31 criteria which were processed using statistical
tools and the Delphi technique. A similar methodology was applied by Shabanikiya et al. [12] for
hospital capacity analysis. Mulyasari et al. [13] assessed hospital capacity preparedness in Japan using
six parameters that consisted of 21 indicators. The study analyzed the preparedness of healthcare
systems to work in a crisis situation caused by a tsunami in the Tohoku area.
In addition to the application of statistical tools for assessing the significance of factors for the
evaluation of healthcare institutions, there are a number of publications in which the evaluation of
healthcare institutions is performed using multi-criteria tools. Hosseini et al. [14] evaluated hospitals
using the Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) multi-criteria
technique. The significance of four clusters and 21 factors used to evaluate healthcare facilities was
defined based on experts’ group preferences. In their study, Ortiz-Barrios et al. [15] demonstrated the
application of a complex hybrid multi-criteria technique for the evaluation of hospitals. An integrated
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and Decision-Making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory (DEMATEL)
model were used to determine the weight coefficients of factors, while the Technique for Order
of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution method was used for the evaluation. In order to
consider interrelations and define graphically the relationships between the factors used for evaluation,
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Ortiz-Barrios et al. [15] used the Decision-Making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory (DEMATEL) method.
After defining the significance and interrelation of factors using the DEMATEL method, Ortiz-Barrios
et al. [15] showed the TOPSIS methodology as a powerful tool for defining ideal reference values
on the basis of which the comparison and evaluation of hospitals were performed. Similar to [15],
the advantages of using the DEMATEL technique in their study were shown by Roy et al. [16]. However,
in contrast to previous studies that ignored the existence of inaccuracies and uncertainties in the data
used to evaluate healthcare systems, in their study, Roy et al. [16] used rough numbers to present
inaccuracies in expert preferences.
Given that the COVID-19 pandemic is ongoing and that there are no publications considering the
problem of evaluation and assessment of the preparedness of medical institutions to work under the
conditions of COVID-19 pandemic, the following section analyzes only a few articles dealing with
multi-criteria techniques in the COVID-19 pandemic. Sarkar [17] performed a spatial analysis and
mapping of areas susceptible to COVID-19 infection in Bangladesh. A multi-criteria methodology
(AHP method), which was implemented in a Geographic Information System (GIS), was used to map
the area. In addition to the presented study, a spatial analysis of the risk of spreading COVID-19
infection in urban areas in Italy was performed by Sangiorgio and Parisi [18]. They used the Artificial
Neural Network and GIS to create spatial risk maps in 257 city districts. Nardo et al. [19] showed
the application of multi-criteria decision analysis to determine weights for eleven criteria in order to
prioritize COVID-19 non-critical patients for admission to hospital in healthcare settings with limited
resources. Yildirim et al. [20] evaluated the available COVID-19 treatment options in hospitals. For the
evaluation, they used a hybrid methodology based on the application of two well-known multi-criteria
tools: (1) Preference Ranking Organization Method for Enrichment of Evaluations (PROMETHEE)
and (2) Vlsehriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje (VIKOR) method. The mathematical
formulation of both models is presented by fuzzy arithmetic and fuzzy sets.
By analyzing the presented articles, we can conclude that there is a gap in the literature that
considers the application of hybrid multi-criteria methods for the evaluation of healthcare systems
under the conditions of the COVID-19 pandemic. In general, there are only a few articles in the
literature that consider the application of hybrid multi-criteria techniques for the evaluation of
hospital capacities in crisis situations [14,15,21]. Despite the fact that decision making under the
conditions of the COVID-19 pandemic and crisis situations in general is accompanied by a greater
or lesser number of uncertainties, there are only a few studies that apply fuzzy numbers to treat
uncertainties [20]. Additionally, the analysis of the literature shows that there is no study that considers
the possibility of including spa centers in healthcare systems in order to reduce the pressure on primary
hospital capacities under the conditions of COVID-19 pandemic. This study proposes an original
multi-criteria methodology (fuzzy LBWA–MACBETH–RAFSI model) that has not been considered in
the literature so far. The proposed methodology fills a gap in the literature considering the application
of multi-criteria techniques for evaluating healthcare systems under the conditions of COVID-19
pandemic and for evaluation of healthcare systems in general. It should be emphasized that the novel
fuzzy LBWA–MACBETH–RAFSI multi-criteria methodology has a universal algorithm that can be
applied to solve various real-world problems, which refreshes and improves the field of multi-criteria
decision making from a theoretical and methodological perspective.
3. MCDM Methodology for Proposing a Possible Organization of a Healthcare System under the
Conditions of the COVID-19 Pandemic
The basic model of organizing healthcare systems in case of emergency is that each healthcare
center within a region/country organizes work within its infectious disease ward in cooperation with
appropriate infectious disease clinics. Experiences from a period of February–May 2020 have shown
that organizing a healthcare system in this way satisfies the needs of users only in the case of low to
medium pandemic infection capacity, i.e., in the case of low to medium disease spread risk. In the
case of a higher pandemic infection capacity and higher pandemic spread risk, it is necessary to
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reorganize the healthcare system using secondary healthcare facilities. A large number of countries,
including Serbia, in addition to secondary healthcare facilities, have used other facilities of large
capacity (e.g., sports halls) for the accommodation and isolation of mildly ill patients.
However, in case of an emergency, spa centers can be successfully re-oriented to providing care
for patients referred by appropriate healthcare institutions. Depending on the infection capacity and
pandemic spread risk, it is possible to define variants of the inclusion of spa centers for patient care.
Each variant of the inclusion of spa centers in healthcare systems is a strategic guideline for a possible
reorganization of healthcare systems. In this research, four variants (strategic guidelines) for the
reorganization of healthcare systems are defined:
Strategic guideline 1 (A1): A healthcare center organizes its work through three levels. The initial
level implies that each healthcare center organizes the admission of infected patients within its infectious
disease ward in cooperation with infectious disease clinics. When the healthcare center capacity
becomes insufficient for the admission and care of patients, the second level of organization is applied.
Within the second level, the healthcare center is divided into the main and infectious disease part of the
healthcare center. In the infectious disease part, patients who have received positive results after testing
for the coronavirus are taken care of. The main part of the healthcare center provides medical services
to patients who are not infected. If the second level of organization cannot provide a satisfactory level
of health care, the third level of organization is applied. In the third level, the organization of the
healthcare center of the second level is maintained, activating additional capacities for the admission
of infected patients, such as sports halls, hotels, hostels, etc., which are adapted for the admission and
care of positive patients.
Strategic guideline 2 (A2): A healthcare center organizes its work through two levels. The initial
level, as for A1, implies that the healthcare center organizes the admission of infected patients within
its infectious disease ward in cooperation with infectious disease clinics. When the healthcare center
capacity becomes insufficient for the admission and care of positive patients, the second level of the
organization is applied. The second level of organization involves the activation of spa centers to
provide medical services to patients who are positive to the coronavirus and have milder symptoms.
The infectious disease ward of the healthcare center treats patients who are positive to the coronavirus,
who have more severe symptoms and who need artificial lung ventilation. Other units (non-infectious
disease units) of the healthcare center provide medical services to patients suffering from other diseases.
Here, a spa center represents a recreation and wellness center that is not connected to any healthcare
center, but which has staff that as medical personnel can be involved in providing care for positive
patients. Patients from superior healthcare institutions are referred to the spa center. In accordance with
their protocols, healthcare institutions engage medical personnel to work in spa centers. The defined
protocols also apply to the present staff of the spa center, which may, depending on the assessment of
the crisis response team, be engaged in treatment.
Strategic guideline 3 (A3): A healthcare center organizes its work through two levels: (1) the initial
level implies that the healthcare center organizes the admission of infected patients within its infectious
disease ward in cooperation with infectious disease clinics and (2) the second level is applied when
the healthcare center capacity becomes insufficient for the admission and care of positive patients.
The second level involves the use of spa centers to provide medical services to patients infected with
the coronavirus. In this strategic guideline, spa centers are rehabilitation centers that are an integral
part of the observed healthcare center. In addition to medical personnel from superior healthcare
institutions, the personnel from the spa center are directly involved in a work process. For the staff
from the spa center, an assessment is made as to whether they are trained to work in emergency
situations. For non-trained staff of rehabilitation center, the healthcare center organizes training for
work in pandemic conditions.
Strategic guideline 4 (A4): The strategic guideline A4 represents healthcare center organization
through two levels. Within the initial level, the healthcare center organizes the admission and care of all
patients. Coronavirus-positive patients are treated within an infectious disease ward in collaboration
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with infectious disease clinics. Patients who are not positive are treated in the remaining specialized
units of the healthcare center. When the healthcare center capacity becomes insufficient for the
admission and care of patients, the second level of organization is applied, which includes the use
of spa centers. Here, a spa center represents a rehabilitation center that is connected to several
healthcare centers that gravitate towards the spa center and it is capable of providing medical care
for patients suffering from infectious diseases. The personnel of this center are trained to work under
the conditions of a pandemic. In addition to medical personnel from a directly superior healthcare
center and trained staff of the spa center, the personnel of other regional centers that gravitate towards
the spa center are also involved in a work process of the spa center. At the same time, these regional
centers refer their patients for treatment to the spa center. If the spa center has reached its full capacity,
other facilities, such as halls, hotels, hostels and others, are used and adapted for the admission and
care of positive patients.
The selection of an appropriate strategic guideline for the reorganization of healthcare systems is
made depending on infection capacity and pandemic spread risk. The main cause of the epidemic is
that one infected person spreads the infection to (on average) p other persons. If p > 1, the infection
spreads exponentially; if p < 1, the infection subsides and disappears [22]. The parameter p can be
changed in several ways. One way is to find a number of immune people in the community over time
that cannot be infected, which reduces p. The higher the number of immune people, the lower the p,
and when p falls below 1, the infection subsides [23]. Based on the value of p and risk assessment (θ),
infection capacity and pandemic spread risk (δ), δ = p · θ, are defined. The value of θ is defined by
experts in the crisis response team on the basis of a five-degree scale: 1—very low risk, 2—low risk,
3—medium risk, 4—high risk and 5—very high risk. For the purpose of this study, we defined a scale
on the basis of which infection capacity and pandemic spread risk (δ) are determined; see Table 2.
The limit values of the scale are defined on the basis of recommendations by experts from the crisis
response team in the Republic of Serbia.
Table 2. A scale for defining infection capacity and pandemic spread risk.
No. Linguistic Value Numerical
1. Low infection capacity and risk 0 ≤ δ ≤ 2.0
2. Medium infection capacity and risk 2.0 < δ ≤ 3.0
3. Serious infection capacity and risk 3.0 < δ ≤ 5.0
4. High infection capacity and risk 5.0 < δ ≤ 7.0
5. Very high infection capacity and risk >7.0
After defining infection capacity and pandemic spread risk, a multi-criteria model is applied to
select an appropriate strategic guideline for the reorganization of the healthcare system; see Figure 1.
The multi-criteria model implies the application of the LBWA model for determining the weight
coefficients of criteria. The evaluation and selection of an appropriate guideline is completed using
the fuzzy RAFSI method. The evaluation of guidelines (alternatives) in relation to defined criteria C j
( j = 1, 2, . . . , n) is performed by experts using a predefined fuzzy linguistic scale. After defining expert
correspondent matrices, expert preferences are aggregated into an averaged initial matrix in which
uncertainties are represented by triangular fuzzy numbers. Fuzzy linguistic variables were chosen due
to their ability to present uncertainties and dilemmas that exist when evaluating strategic guidelines.
In the following sections, the mathematical formulation of the fuzzy LBWA–MACBETH–RAFSI
multi-criteria methodology is given.
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Figure 1. Multi-criteria model for the selection of strategic guidelines for the reorganization of the
healthcare system.
3.1. LBWA Model for Determining Weight Coefficients of Criteria
The LBWA method (Figure 2) for determining weight coefficients of criteria is characterized
by a small number of pairwise comparisons of criteria and a rational and logical mathematical
algorithm [2]. Despite the fact that the LBWA method belongs to a group of multi-criteria methods
developed recently, there are already a number of publications that exploit the advantages of the LBWA
methodology [24–28].
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From a group of subjective models for determining the weights of criteria, the LBWA methodology
is distinguished on the basis of the following advantages: (1) The LBWA model allows the calculation of
weight coefficients with a small number of criteria comparisons; (2) The LBWA model algorithm does
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not become more complex with the increase in the number of criteria, which makes it suitable for use
in complex multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) models with a larger number of evaluation criteria;
(3) The LBWA model allows decision makers to present their preferences through a logical algorithm
when prioritizing criteria; (4) LBWA methodology eliminates inconsistencies in expert preferences
since comparisons in the LBWA model are always consistent. Keeping in mind the stated advantages
of LBWA, the authors decided to use the LBWA model for determining the weights of the criteria in
this paper. The following section presents the algorithm for the LBWA model that includes six steps.
Step 1: Determining the most significant criterion from the set of criteria. Assume that there is a
group of k experts who have defined the set of criteria C = {C1, C2, . . . , Cn}, where n represents the
total number of criteria. Experts arbitrarily make a decision on the selection of the most influential
criterion CB from the set C.
Step 2: Grouping criteria by levels of significance. The following algorithm is used to group the
criteria by levels of significance:
Level L1: At the level L1, group the criteria whose significance is equal to the significance of the
criterion CB or up to twice less than the significance of the criterion CB, i.e., C j ∈ [1, 2), j = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Level L2: At the level L2, group the criteria whose significance is exactly twice less than the
significance of the criterion CB or up to three times less than the significance of the criterion CB,
i.e., C j ∈ [2, 3), j = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Level Ll: At the level Ll, group the criteria whose significance is exactly l times less than the
significance of the criterion CB or up to l + 1 times less than the significance of the criterion CB,
i.e., C j ∈ [l, l + 1), j = 1, 2, . . . , n.
If the significance of the criterion C j is denoted by s(C j), where j = 1, 2, . . . , n, then we have
L = L1 ∪ L2 ∪ · · · ∪ Ll, where for every level i = 1, 2, . . . , l, the following applies:
Li =
{
Ci1 , Ci2, . . . , Cis
}
=
{
C j ∈ L : i ≤ s(C j) < i + 1
}
(1)
Step 3: Comparison of criteria by significance. Within the formed levels of significance, each expert
compares the criteria by their significance. Each criterion Cip ∈ Li within the subset Ci =
{
Ci1 , Ci2, . . . , Cis
}
is assigned the value Iip such that the most significant criterion CB within the first level is assigned the
value IB = 0. Moreover, if Cip is more significant than Ciq then Iip < Iiq , and if Cip is equivalent to Ciq
then Iip = Iiq . The maximum value on the scale for the comparison of criteria is defined by applying
Equation (2):
λ = max{|L1|, |L2|, . . . , |Ll|} (2)
Step 4: Defining the elasticity coefficient. Based on the defined maximum value of the scale for
the comparison of criteria (λ), Equation (2), the elasticity coefficient ∆λ (∆λ > λ) is defined:
∆λ = max{|L1|, |L2|, . . . , |Ll|} (3)
Step 5. Calculation of the influence function of criteria. For each criterion C j within the observed
level of significance C j ∈ Li, the influence function of the criterion is defined:
f (C j) =
∆λ
i · ∆λ+ Iip
(4)
where i represents the number of significance level in which the criterion C j is classified, ∆λ represents
the elasticity coefficient, while Iip represents the value assigned to the criterion C j within the observed
level Li.
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Step 6. Calculation of the optimal values of the weight coefficients of criteria. By applying
Equation (5), the weight coefficient of the most influential criterion CB is calculated:
wLBWAB =
1
1 +
n∑
j = 1
j , B
f (C j)
(5)
where wB represents the value of the weight coefficient of the most influential criterion (CB), while f (C j)
represents the function of the influence of criteria defined by Equation (4).
The values of the weight coefficients of the remaining criteria are obtained by applying Equation (6):
wLBWAj = f (C j) ·wB (6)
where wB represents the value of the weight coefficient of the most influential criterion (CB).
3.2. MACBETH Model for Determining Weight Coefficients of Criteria
The Measuring Attractiveness by a Categorical-Based Evaluation Technique (MACBETH)
method [3] is one of the multi-criteria decision making methods that depends upon the qualitative
judgments between alternatives and criteria [3]. The algorithm of the MACBETH method is similar to
the algorithm of the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) method, since both methods use comparative
comparison matrices. The main difference between these two methods is that AHP uses a ratio scale
but MACBETH uses an interval scale [3]. The semantic categories used for pairwise comparisons can
be seen in Table 3.
Table 3. Semantic Categories for Measuring Attractiveness by a Categorical-Based Evaluation Technique
(MACBETH).
Semantic Categories Scale
No 0
Very weak 1
Weak 2
Moderate 3
Strong 4
Very strong 5
Extreme 6
The MACBETH method uses a linear programming model for finding the importance levels of
the alternatives or criteria. In this study, the MACBETH method is used for the importance levels of
the criteria. This linear programming model has been constructed as follows (Burgazoğlu, 2015):
zmin = φ(o1)
oi > o j ⇒ φ(oi) ≥ φ
(
o j
)
+ δ(i, j); ∀oi, o j, i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}
φ(oi) −φ
(
o j
)
≥ φ(ok) −φ(ol) + δ(i, j, k, l); ∀oi, o j, i, j, k, l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}
φ(on) = 1
(7)
After solving linear model (7), the criteria weights have been determined. The next step is to
normalize these values. The normalization process can be made as in Equation (8).
wMACBETHj =
φ
(
o j
)
n∑
j=1
φ
(
o j
) (8)
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The final values of the weighting coefficients of the criteria were obtained by fusing the values of
the weighting coefficients obtained by the LBWA and MACBETH methodology, Equation (9):
w j = ξ ·wLBWAj + (1− ξ) ·w
MACBETH
j (9)
where w j ( j = 1, 2, . . . , n) represents the final values of the weighting coefficients, wLBWAj represents the
value of the weighting coefficient obtained using the LBWA methodology, wMACBETHj represents the
value of the weighting coefficient obtained using the MACBETH methodology, while the coefficient
ξ ∈ [0, 1] defines the percentage share of weights criteria in the final decision. It is recommended to
define a value ξ = 0.5 for the initial ranking of alternatives, since for this value both methodologies
equally (50% each) participate in defining the final weights of the criteria.
3.3. Fuzzy RAFSI Method for the Evaluation of Alternatives
The Ranking of Alternatives through Functional Mapping of Criterion Subintervals into a
Single Interval (RAFSI) method [4] integrates three starting points on which it bases its decision
making algorithm: (1) defining referential points—ideal and anti-ideal criteria values; (2) defining the
relationship between alternatives in relation to defined ideal/anti-ideal values; (3) defining criterion
functions that map criterion sub-intervals into a unique criterion interval. The RAFSI method has
three key advantages that recommend it for further application [4]: (i) the simple algorithm of the
RAFSI method; (ii) the fact that the RAFSI method has a new methodology for data standardization
that enables the transformation of data from an initial decision matrix into an interval that is suitable
for rational decision making; (iii) the fact that the mathematical formulation of the RAFSI method
eliminates the rank reversal problem, which is one of the significant shortcomings of many traditional
MCDM methods.
The following section shows the extension of the RAFSI method to a fuzzy environment (RAFSI-F).
By applying fuzzy sets, the RAFSI algorithm has been improved and adapted to handle inaccuracies
and uncertainties that arise when solving real-world problems. The algorithm of the RAFSI-F method
is realized through six steps:
Step 1: Forming an aggregated fuzzy initial decision matrix. Assume that the evaluation
of alternatives from the set Ai (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) is carried out by k experts. The experts evaluate the
alternatives in relation to the defined set of criteria C j ( j = 1, 2, . . . , n) using a predefined fuzzy linguistic
scale. Then, we can present the judgment of k expert as a matrix X(e) = [ξ̃(e)i j ]m×n
, where 1 ≤ e ≤ k.
X(e) =

ξ̃
(e)
i j ξ̃
(e)
12 · · · ξ̃
(e)
1n
ξ̃
(e)
21 ξ̃
(e)
22 · · · ξ̃
(e)
2n
...
...
. . .
...
ξ̃
(e)
m1 ξ̃
(e)
m2 · · · ξ̃
(e)
mn

m×n
; 1 ≤ i ≤ m; 1 ≤ j ≤ n; 1 ≤ e ≤ k (10)
where ξ̃(e)i j =
(
ξ
l(e)
i j , ξ
s(e)
i j , ξ
u(e)
i j
)
; (i = 1, . . . , m; j = 1, . . . , n) represents a fuzzy value from the fuzzy
linguistic scale.
Accordingly, we obtain a matrix X(e) for each expert, i.e., we obtain k expert initial decision matrices
X(1), X(2), . . . , X(e), . . . , X(k). For each expert matrix X(e) =
[
ξ̃
(e)
i j
]
m×n
at position (i, j), we obtain a fuzzy
sequence ξ̃(e)i j =
(
ξ
l(e)
i j , ξ
s(e)
i j , ξ
u(e)
i j
)
. By applying Equation (11), we obtain an averaged fuzzy number
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ξ̃i j =
(
ξli j, ξ
s
i j, ξ
u
ij
)
, where ξli j and ξ
u
ij represent the lowest and highest limits of the fuzzy number interval,
respectively, while ξsi j represents the value in which the fuzzy number ξ̃i j has a maximum value.
ξ̃i j =
(
ξli j, ξ
s
i j, ξ
u
ij
)
=

ξli j =

1
k(k−1)
k∑
i, j = 1
i , j
ξ
lp
i ξ
lq
j

1
p+q
ξsi j =

1
k(k−1)
k∑
i, j = 1
i , j
ξ
sp
i ξ
sq
j

1
p+q
ξuij =

1
k(k−1)
k∑
i, j = 1
i , j
ξ
up
i ξ
uq
j

1
p+q
(11)
By applying Equation (11), we obtain an averaged fuzzy initial decision matrix
X =

ξ̃11 ξ̃12 · · · ξ̃1n
ξ̃21 ξ̃22 · · · ξ̃2n
...
...
. . .
...
ξ̃m1 ξ̃m2 · · · ξ̃mn

m×n
(12)
where ξ̃i j =
(
ξli j, ξ
s
i j, ξ
u
ij
)
denotes the value of the i-th alternative for the j-th criterion (i = 1, 2, . . . , m;
j = 1, 2, . . . , n). The elements of the matrix X (Equation (12)) represent the fuzzy numbers obtained by
averaging the elements from the expert initial decision matrices X(k).
Step 2: Defining ideal and anti-ideal values. For each criterion C j( j = 1, 2, . . . , n), a decision
maker defines ξ̃I j and ξ̃N j , where ξ̃I j represents an ideal value by criterion C j, while ξ̃N j represents an
anti-ideal value by criterion C j.
Step 3: Mapping the elements of the initial decision matrix into criterion intervals. In the
previous step, the criterion intervals C j ∈
[
ξ̃N j , ξ̃I j
]
(for max criteria) and C j ∈
[
ξ̃I j , ξ̃N j
]
(for min criteria)
are defined.
For each alternative from the set Ai (i = 1, 2, . . . , m), we define the function f̃Ai
(
C j
)
that maps
the criterion intervals from the aggregated initial decision matrix (12) to the criterion interval [n1, nb],
Equation (13):
f̃Ai
(
C j
)
=
nb − n1
ξ̃I j − ξ̃N j
ξ̃i j +
ξ̃I j · n1 − ξ̃N j · nb
ξ̃I j − ξ̃N j
(13)
where nb and n1 represent a relation that shows how much an ideal value is better than an anti-ideal
value; ξ̃I j and ξ̃N j represent the ideal and anti-ideal value for the criterion C j, respectively, while ξ̃i j
denotes the value of the i-th alternative for the j-th criterion from the aggregated initial decision matrix
(12). It is recommended that the ideal value is at least six times better than the anti-ideal (barely
acceptable values), i.e., that n1 = 1 and nb = 6.
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Thus, we obtain a standardized decision matrix T =
[
ϕ̃i j
]
m×n
(i = 1, 2, . . . , m, j = 1, 2, . . . , n) in
which all elements of the matrix are transformed into an interval ϕ̃i j ∈ [n1, nb].
C1 C2 . . . Cn
T =
A1
A2
...
Am

ϕ̃11 ϕ̃12 · · · ϕ̃1n
ϕ̃21 ϕ̃22 · · · ϕ̃2n
...
...
. . .
...
ϕ̃m1 ϕ̃m2 · · · ϕ̃mn

(14)
where the elements ϕ̃i j of the matrix T are obtained by applying Equation (13), i.e., ϕ̃i j = fAi
(
C j
)
.
Step 4: Forming a normalized decision matrix N =
[
ϕ̂i j
]
m×n
(i = 1, 2, . . . , m, j = 1, 2, . . . , n).
By applying Equation (15), the normalization of the element of matrix T is performed.
ϕ̂i j =

ϕ̃i j
2A , f or max criteria
H
2ϕ̃i j
, f or min criteria
(15)
where A and H represent the arithmetic and harmonic means of the elements n1 and nb, respectively,
i.e.,
A =
n1 + nb
2
(16)
H =
2
1
n1
+ 1nb
(17)
Thus, we form a new normalized decision matrix, Equation (18):
C1 C2 . . . Cn
N =
A1
A2
...
Am

γ̃11 γ̃12 · · · γ̃1n
γ̃21 γ̃22 · · · γ̃2n
...
...
. . .
...
γ̃m1 γ̃m2 · · · γ̃mn

(18)
where γ̃i j ∈ [0, 1] represent the normalized elements of the matrix N.
Step 5: Calculation of fuzzy criterion functions of alternatives Q̃(Ai) and ranking the alternatives.
By applying Equation (19), the criterion functions of alternatives Q̃(Ai) are calculated and the ranking
of alternatives is performed.
Q̃(Ai) =
n∑
j=1
w jγ̃i j (19)
From the considered set of alternatives, the alternative that has a higher value of fuzzy criterion
function Q̃(Ai) is selected. In order to simplify the ranking of criterion functions Q̃(Ai), it is proposed
defuzzification using the equation Q(Ai) =
(
Q(Ai)
l + 4 ·Q(Ai)
s + Q(Ai)
u
)
/6.
4. Application of Fuzzy LBWA–MACBETH–RAFSI Multi-Criteria Model
This section presents the application of a proposed multi-criteria methodology for the selection
of strategic guidelines for the reorganization of the healthcare system under the conditions of the
COVID-19 pandemic in the Republic of Serbia.
For the evaluation of strategic guidelines, five criteria were defined: C1—Assessment of which
strategic guideline provides the best results in circumstances considered; C2—Assessment of the
quality of services provided for patients treated in an infectious disease ward of a clinical center;
C3—Assessment of the quality of services provided in non-infectious disease units of a clinical
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center; C4—Assessment of the effectiveness of preventing the spread of infection in the considered
region/country; C5—Assessment of the ratio of the cost for implementing the strategic guideline to the
quality of performance of the healthcare center within the strategic guideline. The criteria were defined
on the basis of a questionnaire survey of 30 experts who participated in the work of the Republic Crisis
Response Team. Most of the surveyed experts are medical professionals. The values of the weights of
the criteria are directly dependent on infection capacity and pandemic spread risk (δ). Depending on
infection capacity and pandemic spread risk (δ), the values of weight coefficients of criteria are defined
and a strategic guideline for the reorganization of the healthcare system is selected. Based on statistical
reports and experts’ estimation, the Republic Crisis Response Team have defined the values p = 1.8
and θ = 3, on the basis of which we obtain δ = 5.4. Since the value δ = 5.4 is in the interval 5.0 < δ ≤ 7.0,
this implies that there is a high infection capacity and pandemic spread risk (Table 2). Based on the
defined value δ, experts of the crisis response team were surveyed and the values of weight coefficients
were defined using the LBWA model.
(a) Application of LBWA model
The following section presents the procedure for defining weight coefficients applying the
LBWA model:
Step 1: Determining the most significant criterion from the set of criteria S = {C1,C2, . . . ,C5}.
A total of 30 experts from three crisis response teams participated in the research. Since the experts
were grouped within the crisis response teams, group decisions were submitted by each crisis response
team separately. Thus, in this study, each crisis response team is viewed as a separate expert preference.
As the most significant/influential criterion, all three expert groups (EG1, EG2 and EG3) defined the
criterion C1.
Step 2. Grouping criteria within significance levels. In accordance with expert preferences,
the criteria are grouped into the following levels:
EG1 and EG3 :
L1 = {C1, C2, C3},
L2 = {C4},
L3 = {C5}.
EG2 :
L1 = {C1, C2, C3},
L2 = {C4},
L3 = ∅
L4 = {C5}.
Step 3. Based on Equation (2), the maximum value of scale (λ) for the evaluation of criteria within
the significance levels is defined.
EG1 and EG3 :
L1 = {C1, C2, C3},
L2 = {C4},
L3 = {C5}.
⇒ λ = max{|L1|, |L2|, |L3|} = 3
EG2 :
L1 = {C1, C2, C3},
L2 = {C4},
L3 = ∅
L4 = {C5}.
⇒ λ = max{|L1|, |L2|, |L3|, |L4|} = 3
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The scale for the evaluation of criteria is defined for each expert group separately. The maximum
number of criteria within the significance levels is the same for all three expert groups. Therefore,
the same scale for evaluation of criteria I ∈ [0, 3] was defined. Comparisons of the criteria by expert
groups EG1, EG2 and EG3 are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Comparisons of the criteria within significance levels by EG1, EG2 and EG3.
Criteria EG1 EG2 EG3
C1 Level 1; I = 0.0 Level 1; I = 0.0 Level 1; I = 0.0
C2 Level 1; I = 1.0 Level 1; I = 1.2 Level 1; I = 1.5
C3 Level 1; I = 1.5 Level 1; I = 1.4 Level 1; I = 1.7
C4 Level 2; I = 0.5 Level 2; I = 1.0 Level 2; I = 0.8
C5 Level 3; I = 0.0 Level 4; I = 0.0 Level 3; I = 0.3
Step 4. Based on the value λ and conditions that the elasticity coefficient is ∆λ > λ,
λ = max{|L1|, |L2|, . . . , |Ll|}, in this research, the value ∆λ = 4 is taken as the elasticity coefficient.
Step 5. Defining the influence function of the criteria. By applying Equation (4), the influence
functions of the criteria for each expert group are calculated:
EG1 : f (C j) =
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

1.000
0.800
0.727
0.471
0.333

; EG2 : f (C j) =
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

1.000
0.769
0.741
0.444
0.250

; EG3 : f (C j) =
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

1.000
0.727
0.702
0.455
0.325

Thus, for the criterion C2 from EG1, by applying Equation (4), we obtain the value
f (C2) = 4/(1 · 4 + 1) = 0.800. In a similar way, we obtain the remaining values of the influence
function of the criteria.
Step 6. Calculation of optimal values of the weight coefficients of the criteria. By applying
Equation (5), we obtain the weight coefficient of the best criterion (C1).
EG1 : w1 =
1
1 + 0.800 + 0.727 + 0.471 + 0.333
= 0.300
EG2 : w1 =
1
1 + 769 + 0.741 + 0.444 + 0.250
= 0.312
EG3 : w1 =
1
1 + 0.727 + 0.702 + 0.455 + 0.325
= 0.312
The values of the weight coefficients of the remaining criteria are obtained by applying Equation (6).
EG1 : w j =
w1
w2
w3
w4
w5

0.300
0.240
0.218
0.141
0.100

; EG2 : w j =
w1
w2
w3
w4
w5

0.312
0.240
0.231
0.139
0.078

; EG3 : w j =
w1
w2
w3
w4
w5

0.312
0.227
0.219
0.142
0.101

By arithmetic averaging, we obtain the final values of weight coefficients wLBWAj =
(0.308, 0.236, 0.223, 0.141, 0.093)T.
(b) Application of MACBETH model:
The following section presents the procedure for defining weight coefficients applying the
MACBETH model.
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In the first step, the criteria were discussed with the decision makers in the expert groups and the
group decision can be seen in Table 5.
Table 5. Pairwise comparison matrix of expert groups.
Crit. C2 C3 C4 C5
C1 moderate strong moderate moderate
C2 weak weak weak
C3 moderate moderate
C4 weak
According to the decision makers’ evaluations, the linear programming model (7) is constructed
as follows:
zmin = φ(o1)
φ(o1) ≥ φ(o2) + 3; φ(o1) ≥ φ(o3) + 5; . . . ;
φ(o3) ≥ φ(o5) + 3; φ(o4) ≥ φ(o5) + 2;
φ(o1) −φ(o2) ≥ φ(o4) −φ(o5) + 1;
φ(o1) −φ(o3) ≥ φ(o4) −φ(o5) + 3;
. . .
φ(o3) −φ(o4) ≥ φ(o4) −φ(o5) + 1;
φ(o3) −φ(o5) ≥ φ(o4) −φ(o5) + 1;
φ(o5) = 1
∀φ
(
o j
)
≥ 0; j = 1, 2, . . . , 5; .
By solving the linear model, we get the criterion values φ
(
o j
)
= (11, 8, 6, 3, 1). By applying
Equation (8), the values φ
(
o j
)
are normalized, and we obtain the final values of the weighting
coefficients according to the MACBETH methodology wMACBETHj = (0.379, 0.276, 0.207, 0.103, 0.034).
Finally, based on the obtained values of the weights of the criteria according to the LBWA
and MACBETH methodology, using Equation (9) we obtain the combined values of the weighting
coefficients; see Table 6.
Table 6. Combined values of weight coefficients.
Criteria LBWA MACBETH Final Weights
C1 0.308 0.379 0.344
C2 0.236 0.276 0.256
C3 0.223 0.207 0.215
C4 0.141 0.103 0.122
C5 0.093 0.034 0.064
To obtain aggregated values of weighting coefficients, a value ξ = 0.5 was used, whereby both
methodologies equally participate in defining the final weights of the criteria.
(C) Application of fuzzy RAFSI model:
After defining the weight coefficients of the criteria, the experts from the crisis response teams
evaluated the strategic guidelines using the fuzzy RAFSI model. The following section presents
the application of the fuzzy RAFSI model for the evaluation of four strategic guidelines for the
reorganization of the healthcare system for the value δ = 5.4. The experts evaluated the strategic
guidelines Ai (i = 1, 2, . . . , 4) in relation to five criteria C j ( j = 1, 2, . . . , 5) defined in the previous
section of the paper. All criteria C j ( j = 1, 2, . . . , 5) belong to the group of max criteria. To evaluate the
strategic guidelines (alternatives), the experts used a fuzzy linguistic scale shown in Table 7.
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Table 7. Fuzzy linguistic scale for evaluating alternatives [29,30].
Linguistic Terms Membership Function
Very poor (VP) (1, 1, 1)
Poor (P) (1, 2, 3)
Medium poor (MP) (2, 3, 4)
Medium (M) (3, 4, 5)
Medium high (MH) (4, 5, 6)
High (H) (5, 6, 7)
Very high (VH) (6, 7, 8)
Extremely high (EH) (7, 8, 9)
Absolutely high (AH) (8, 9, 9)
After the evaluation of the strategic guidelines, expert correspondence matrices are obtained,
which are presented in the following section:
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
X(e) =
A1
A2
A3
A4

H; MP; H M; H; H MH; MH; H H; H; VH MH; VH; VH
H; H; M M; M; H H; MH; M MH; H; H VH; H; VH
VH; H; VH VH; EH; EH H; EH; VH H; VH; MH MH; MH; H
VH; VH; H H; VH; VH MH; VH; VH VH; H; VH H; H; MH

By applying Equation (11), we obtain an averaged initial decision matrix:
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
X =
A1
A2
A3
A4

(3.87, 4.90, 5.92) (4.28, 5.29, 6.30) (4.32, 5.32, 6.32) (5.32, 6.32, 7.33) (5.29, 6.30, 7.30)
(4.28, 5.29, 6.30) (3.61, 4.62, 5.63) (3.96, 4.97, 5.97) (4.65, 5.66, 6.66) (5.66, 6.66, 7.66)
(5.66, 6.66, 7.66) (6.66, 7.66, 8.66) (5.97, 6.98, 7.98) (4.97, 5.97, 6.98) (4.32, 5.32, 6.32)
(5.66, 6.66, 7.66) (5.66, 6.66, 7.66) (5.29, 6.30, 7.30) (5.66, 6.66, 7.66) (4.65, 5.66, 6.66)

Step 1: Experts defined an ideal ξ̃I j and anti-ideal ξ̃N j value for each criterion C j (i = 1, 2, . . . , 5
)
.
For the considered example, by consensus, the decision makers defined the following ideal and
anti-ideal points: ξ̃I j = (10, 10.5, 11.0) and ξ̃N j = (0.5, 0.5, 1.0). Since the same linguistic scale have
been used to evaluate all criteria, the same ideal and anti-ideal points, ξ̃I j = (10, 10.5, 11.0) and
ξ̃N j = (0.5, 0.5, 1.0), apply to all criteria.
Step 2: Based on the defined ideal and anti-ideal points, criterion intervals C j ∈
[
ξ̃N j , ξ̃I j
]
are
formed, where ξ̃N j = (0.5, 0.5, 1.0) and ξ̃I j = (10, 10.5, 11.0). In this research, it is defined that the ideal
value of the alternative is nine times higher than the anti-ideal value, i.e., that n1 = 1 and ns = 9.
By applying Equation (13), we define the functions on the basis of which the standardization of criteria
is performed, i.e., the transformation of the values of the initial decision matrix into an interval [1, 9].
Thus, we obtain the following fuzzy functions:
f̃Ai
(
C j
)
=
9− 1
(10, 10.5, 11) − (0.5, 0.5, 1.0)
ξ̃i j +
(10, 10.5, 11) · 1− (0.5, 0.5, 1.0) · 9
(10, 10.5, 11) − (0.5, 0.5, 1.0)
i.e.,
f̃Ai
(
C j
)
=
(
f li j
(
C j
)
, f si j
(
C j
)
, f uij
(
C j
))
=

f lAi(C1) =
9−1
10−1ξ
l
i j +
10·1−1·9
10−1 = 0.89 · ξ
l
i j + 0.11
f sAi(C1) =
9−1
10.5−0.5ξ
s
i j +
10·1−0.5·9
10.5−0.5 = 0.80 · ξ
s
i j + 0.60
f uAi(C1) =
9−1
11−0.5ξ
u
ij +
11·1−0.5·9
11−0.5 = 0.76 · ξ
s
i j + 0.62
where ξ̃i j =
(
ξli j, ξ
s
i j, ξ
u
ij
)
represent elements of the aggregated initial decision matrix.
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Since all criteria values in the initial decision matrix cover the same value interval, i.e., they are
defined using the same linguistic scale, the same function f̃Ai
(
C j
)
is applied to map all criteria
C j j = 1, 2, . . . , 5).
By applying the function f̃Ai
(
C j
)
, we obtain a standardized decision matrix (T =
[
ϕ̃i j
]
4×5
,
i = 1, 2, . . . , 4, j = 1, 2, . . . , 5) in which all elements of the matrix are transformed into an interval [1, 9].
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
T =
A1
A2
A3
A4

(3.55, 4.52, 5.13) (3.91, 4.83, 5.42) (3.95, 4.86, 5.44) (4.84, 5.66, 6.20) (4.81, 5.64, 6.18)
(3.91, 4.83, 5.42) (3.31, 4.30, 4.91) (3.62, 4.57, 5.17) (4.24, 5.13, 5.69) (5.13, 5.93, 6.45)
(5.13, 5.93, 6.45) (6.02, 6.73, 7.22) (5.41, 6.18, 6.70) (4.52, 5.38, 5.93) (3.95, 4.86, 5.44)
(5.13, 5.93, 6.45) (5.13, 5.93, 6.45) (4.81, 5.64, 6.18) (5.13, 5.93, 6.45) (4.24, 5.13, 5.69)

By substituting the values from the matrix X, Equation (12), into the function f̃Ai
(
C j
)
, Equation (13),
we obtain the remaining values of the elements ϕ̃i j. Elements at position Ai-C1 are obtained by applying
the function f̃Ai
(
C j
)
:
f̃A1(C1) = (3.55, 4.52, 5.13) =

f lA1(C1) = 0.89 · ξ
l
11 + 0.11 = 0.89 · 3.87 + 0.11 = 3.55
f sA1(C1) = 0.80 · ξ
s
11 + 0.60 = 0.80 · 4.90 + 0.60 = 4.52
f uA1(C1) = 0.76 · ξ
u
11 + 0.62 = 0.76 · 5.92 + 0.62 = 5.13
f̃A2(C1) = (3.91, 4.83, 5.42) =

f lA2(C1) = 0.89 · 4.28 + 0.11 = 3.91
f sA2(C1) = 0.80 · 5.29 + 0.60 = 4.83
f uA2(C1) = 0.76 · 6.30 + 0.62 = 5.42
f̃A3(C1) = (5.13, 5.93, 6.45) =

f lA3(C1) = 0.89 · 5.66 + 0.11 = 5.13
f sA3(C1) = 0.80 · 6.66 + 0.60 = 5.93
f uA3(C1) = 0.76 · 7.66 + 0.62 = 6.45
f̃A4(C1) = (5.13, 5.93, 6.45) =

f lA3(C1) = 0.89 · 5.66 + 0.11 = 5.13
f sA3(C1) = 0.80 · 6.66 + 0.60 = 5.93
f uA3(C1) = 0.76 · 7.66 + 0.62 = 6.45
Step 3: We calculate the arithmetic mean and the harmonic mean of the minimum and maximum
elements, n1 = 1 and nb = 9:
A = (n1 + nb)/2 = (1 + 9)/2 = 5
H =
2
1
n1
+ 1nb
=
2
1
9 +
1
1
= 1.80
So, for n1 = 1 and nb = 9, we obtain that the arithmetic mean is A = 5.5, while the harmonic
mean is H = 1.80.
Step 4: By applying Equation (15), the elements of the matrix T are normalized and transformed
depending on whether they belong to the min or max type of criteria. Since, in our example, all the
criteria are of the max type, only the arithmetic mean will be used to normalize the elements of the T
matrix. So, we obtain a new matrix N =
[
γ̃i j
]
4×5
(i = 1, 2, . . . , 4, j = 1, 2, . . . , 5), Equation (18).
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
N =
A1
A2
A3
A4

(0.35, 0.45, 0.51) (0.39, 0.48, 0.54) (0.39, 0.49, 0.54) (0.48, 0.57, 0.62) (0.48, 0.56, 0.62)
(0.39, 0.48, 0.54) (0.33, 0.43, 0.49) (0.36, 0.46, 0.52) (0.42, 0.51, 0.57) (0.51, 0.59, 0.65)
(0.51, 0.59, 0.65) (0.60, 0.67, 0.72) (0.54, 0.62, 0.67) (0.45, 0.54, 0.59) (0.39, 0.49, 0.54)
(0.51, 0.59, 0.65) (0.51, 0.59, 0.65) (0.48, 0.56, 0.62) (0.51, 0.59, 0.65) (0.42, 0.51, 0.57)

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Thus, for example, for criterion C1, at position A1-C1, we obtain that γ̃11 =
(3.55,4.52,5.13)
2·5 =(
3.55
10 ,
4.52
10 ,
5.13
10
)
= (0.355, 0.452, 0.513).
Step 5: By applying Equation (19), the criterion functions of alternatives Q̃(Ai) are calculated.
The alternative is ranked on the basis of value Q̃(Ai), so it is more desirable that the alternative has a
higher value Q̃(Ai).
The ranking of alternatives is shown in Table 8.
Table 8. Criterion functions and final ranking of alternatives.
Alt. Q̃(Ai) Crisp Q(Ai) Rank
A1 (0.397, 0.489, 0.547) 0.4829 3
A2 (0.382, 0.475, 0.534) 0.4690 4
A3 (0.527, 0.605, 0.658) 0.6011 1
A4 (0.501, 0.582, 0.635) 0.5771 2
Based on the obtained results, we can single out the strategic guideline A3 as the dominant solution.
5. Validation of the Results
The validation of the results was carried out through two sections. The first section considers
the analysis of the influence of changing parameters p and q in the Bonferroni integration
operator. The second section presents the validation of the results through comparison with other
multi-criteria techniques.
5.1. Influence of Changing Parameters p and q on the Results of Ranking
The Bonferroni integration operator was used to integrate expert preferences into an aggregated
initial decision matrix. During the formation of the aggregated initial decision matrix on the basis of
which the initial rank was obtained (Table 8), the values of the parameters p = q = 1 were adopted.
Considering the mathematical equation of the Bonferroni integration operator, it is clear that different
values of parameters p and q lead to the transformation of the mathematical Equation (11) [31,32].
Having in mind the stated facts, it is necessary to examine the influence of changing parameters p
and q on changing the values in the aggregated decision matrix. Additionally, changes in values
in the aggregate decision matrix indirectly lead to changes in the values of criterion functions and
potential changes in the ranks of strategic guidelines. Therefore, in the following section, the influence
of changing parameters p and q on changing the values of the criterion functions of strategic guidelines
is analyzed.
In order to validate the results, the change in parameters p and q was simulated and analyzed in
the interval [1, 100] through 300 scenarios. In the first 200 scenarios, the impact of changing only one
parameter of the parameters in the interval [1, 100] was analyzed, while the other parameter had the
value one. Thus, through the first 100 scenarios, the change in the parameter value 1 ≤ p ≤ 100 was
simulated, while in the next 100 scenarios, the change in the parameter 1 ≤ q ≤ 100 was simulated;
see Figure 3a. In the last 100 scenarios, the change in both parameters in the interval 1 ≤ p, q ≤ 100 was
simulated; see Figure 3b.
By analyzing the results from Figure 3, we notice that for changes in the values of parameters
1 ≤ p, q ≤ 100 through all 300 scenarios, there is no change in the ranks of strategic guidelines and
that the initial rank A4 > A3 > A2 > A1 is confirmed. We notice that the change in the values of the
parameters in the interval 1 ≤ p, q ≤ 100 leads to a change in the values of criterion functions. However,
changes in the values of the criterion functions of the strategic guidelines are not large enough to
cause changes in the initial rank. In addition, the results presented show that the initial ordering is
credible and robust despite drastic changes in input parameters. It is necessary to emphasize that
such an analysis is an indispensable step in multi-criteria models in which integration functions are
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used for the aggregation of input parameters. The integration functions have free parameters whose
values are arbitrarily determined by decision makers. This is confirmed by numerous studies that
have shown that changes in the values of integration function parameters can often lead to changes in
initial ranks [33–35].Sustainability 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  21 of 25 
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In order to validate the initial r nk, four more multi-crite ia techniques were applied under the same
conditions (with the same input values) as for the RAFSI method: Compressed Proportional Assessment
(COPRAS) [36], Multi- ttributive Ideal-Real Comparative Analysis (MAIRCA) [37], ulti-Attributive
Border Approximation area Comparison (MABAC) [38] and Measurement of Alternatives and Ranking
According to Compromise Solution (MARCOS) [39]. A comparative overview of the ranks obtained by
applying the above multi-criteria techniques is shown in Figure 4.
Based on the comparison of results shown in Figure 4, the order of ranking of the strategic
guidelines according to the LBWA–MACBETH–RAFSI model is similar to the order proposed by
the multi-criteria techniques developed in [36–39]. The presented analysis proves the validity of
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the methodology proposed in this paper and that the proposed selection of strategic guideline A3
is credible.Sustainability 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  22 of 25 
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6. Conclusions
The adaptability of healthcare systems is a key segment that affects the efficiency of the healthcare
system of each country. This fact is particularly evident in crisis situations, such as the COVID-19
pandemic, which has affected the whole world. Therefore, it is necessary to efficiently manage the
organization of healthcare systems in order to provide adequate medical care to patients and reduce
dangers for the population caused by the COVID-19 pandemic to a minimum. This paper presents a
multi-criteria model that proposes strategic guidelines for possible adaptation of healthcare system
depending on infection capacity and pandemic spread risk. Four strategic guidelines have been defined
and five criteria for the evaluation of the strategic guidelines have been determined. The paper proposes
a scale on the basis of which infection capacity and pandemic spread risk are defined. Based on the
estimation of infection capacity and pandemic spread risk by the crisis response team, the weight
coefficients of criteria are defined and a strategic guideline is selected for the possible reorganization
of a healthcare system of a region within a country or a whole country. The LBWA and MACBETH
methods were proposed to define the values of the weight coefficients of the criteria, while the novel
fuzzy RAFSI method was proposed for the evaluation of strategic guidelines and for the proposal of
the possible organization of healthcare systems.
The proposed multi-criteria methodology was tested for values of high infection capacity and
pandemic spread risk (1.5 < δ ≤ 2.0). The application of the fuzzy LBWA–MACBETH–RAFSI
methodology was demonstrated and the results were validated. Based on the validation of the results,
strategic guideline S3 was proposed as the best solution for the reorganization of the healthcare system
under the conditions of a high infection capacity and pandemic spread risk. The testing was performed
using the example of the healthcare system in the Republic of Serbia.
The proposed methodology has several contributions that can be observed from two perspectives.
The first standpoint refers to the contribution of the proposed methodology within the healthcare filed,
where we can highlight the following advantages: (1) an original methodology for reorganization and
adjustment of healthcare systems in emergency situations caused by the COVID-19 pandemic has
been proposed; (2) a methodology for determining infection capacity and pandemic spread risk has
been defined, which is a prerequisite for the application of a multi-criteria methodology; (3) strategic
guidelines and criteria for the evaluation of the guidelines were defined on the basis of real research
conducted during the COVID-19 pandemic and in which medical experts and other members of the
crisis response team in Serbia participated; (4) the proposed methodology provides a new framework
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for managing the organization of healthcare systems under the dynamic conditions of a pandemic.
The model enables national policy makers to establish strategic guidelines for adapting healthcare
systems to the capacity of the COVID-19 pandemic; (5) the universality of the proposed multi-criteria
methodology allows the application of the proposed methodology for the reorganization of healthcare
systems of other countries with minor pre-adjustments of strategic guidelines and criteria depending
on the specific characteristics of the country or region in which it is applied.
The second standpoint refers to the contributions of the proposed methodology within the MCDM
area, where we can highlight the following contributions: (1) within the proposed multi-criteria
methodology, an original extension of the RAFSI method in a fuzzy environment was performed;
(2) the fuzzy LBWA–MACBETH–RAFSI model has a flexibility and universality that allow it to be
effectively applied to various areas where the application of a rational and robust methodology is
required; (3) the hybrid fuzzy LBWA–MACBETH–RAFSI model contributes to the improvement
of the literature that considers the theoretical and practical application of multi-criteria techniques;
(4) the proposed multi-criteria methodology allows the evaluation of alternatives despite inaccuracies
and a lack of quantitative information in a decision-making process and (5) the methodology for the
evaluation of healthcare systems in emergency situations is improved through a new approach to
treating inaccuracies since the application of this or a similar approach to the healthcare field was not
observed in our analysis of the literature.
There are certain limitations that should be considered when interpreting the results of this
study. The effectiveness of the proposed fuzzy MCDM tool is evident, but acceptance by other
users and decision makers can be a limiting factor. Most users and decision makers readily accept
mathematically simple and easy-to-understand decision-making tools. However, tools that require
the processing of group information, while respecting the uncertainties and inaccuracies that exist in
group preferences, are complex in nature. Therefore, the model used in this paper does not fall into the
mathematically simple category of decision-making tools. A particular limitation of this model is the
complex mathematical formulations for the fusion of expert preferences into a single group decision.
However, integrating the LBWA–MACBETH–RAFSI model into a decision-making system will make it
more acceptable for use by heath care management who have to deal with a high degree of uncertainty
and inaccuracy during decision making. The proposal of a user-oriented decision support system was
made during the preparation of this study and is based on the implementation of Visual Basic and
Matlab software packages.
Other limitations of our study relate to the determination of weighting criteria that significantly
depend on the subjective characteristics of the available experts participating in the study. Another
limitation is the small size of the sample examined and the possible impact of survey formatting on
study results. Therefore, it is recommended that further research be organized on a larger sample of
respondents familiar with the context of the decision and consider the possibility of increasing the
number of criteria that would be grouped into clusters.
The proposed LBWA–MACBETH–RAFSI model is a tool that can be successfully integrated with
other MCDM techniques. The development of hybrid multi-criteria models for group decision making,
which would be based on the integration of LBWA–MACBETH–RAFSI model and other MCDM tools,
is one of the future directions for its application. Another logical step for the future improvement
of the LBWA–MACBETH–RAFSI model is its application in other uncertain theories, such as rough,
grey, neutrosophic, etc. Numerous linguistic approaches have been developed in recent years, such as
extensions of linguistic variables in a neutrosophic environment and an unbalanced linguistic approach.
These approaches have attracted a lot of attention in the field of decision making, through the possibility
of applying linguistic variables in a decision-making process. Linking these linguistic approaches to the
LBWA–MACBETH–RAFSI model and researching the possibility of linguistic modeling of preferences
are interesting and promising topics for future research.
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